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ABSTRACT
Software for Analyzing Municipal Water Data
to Design Water Conservation Strategies
by
Adrian Welsh, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2011
Co-Major Professors: Dr. Joanna Endter-Wada, Dr. Christopher M.U. Neale
Department: Environment and Society
Planning for drought and growth-induced water scarcity is a challenge confronting
municipal water departments. When water shortages occur, demand management policies and
programs are often implemented to encourage water conservation. Due to the nature of water
resources and municipal water delivery systems, cities are concerned about meeting citizens’
water needs. A city can review water billing records to see how much water people use, but how
do they know how much water people need? Standards and guidelines have been established for
indoor water use (gallons/person/day), but the amount of water needed to irrigate outdoor
landscapes is more variable, highly contextualized, and harder to determine. To aid in answering
that question, this project developed a custom software application, Landscape Water Use
Software, which allows water billing data to be integrated with GIS and other types of municipal
databases. Using GIS and remotely sensed images gives the software a strong spatial component
for use of parcel, structure, and land cover data. The resulting output shows how actual
landscape water use compares with estimated landscape water need, which is then used to
determine capacity to conserve outdoor water. The software can display spatial patterns and
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analyze factors contributing to water use variation. This project will help cities design landscape
water conservation programs that have the greatest potential for water savings.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background and Rationale
Many municipalities in the Western United States, especially in arid Utah, are subject to
various water shortages that are caused by general aridity and periodic drought cycles. Important
water sources in the Intermountain West, like the Colorado River, Lake Mead, and Lake Powell,
have been at record lows during the past decade. In addition to the low precipitation and water
shortages, there has been a decline in the quality of ground water supply, making this source less
suitable and available for uses like culinary water. In some areas, salinity concentration is rising
as the water supply dwindles. In order to combat recurring shortages of water, management
strategies must be employed to meet the demands and burdens of municipal, industrial,
agricultural and environmental uses, all of which compete for scarce water resources. Demand
management will require effective policies and intervention strategies that can help water
agencies allocate and deliver water efficiently and fairly (National Research Council, 2007;
Standish-Lee et al., 2006; US Dept. of the Interior, 2005; Western Governors’ Association, 2006,
2008; Western Water Policy Review Advisory Commission, 1998).
Promoting water conservation as a demand management strategy has been pursued by
many of the region’s municipalities (Western Resource Advocates, 2003) and Utah is no
exception (Utah Division of Water Resources, 2003). Water conservation programs generally
consist of broad public appeals about the need to conserve and dissemination of educational
materials on ways to conserve. Programs aimed at helping people at site specific locations to
conserve, such as water audits or rebates (for installing water efficient appliances or fixtures), are
most often offered on a voluntary basis (Vickers, 2001). However, municipalities undertaking
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water conservation programs face difficulties in being able to target and tailor water conservation
efforts in order to yield the greatest water savings for the costs of providing the programs.
Having a greater ability to analyze water billing data and to integrate it with other sources of
information that would help to identify sources of water inefficiency would overcome the major
barrier to identifying locations with high capacity to conserve (where conservation interventions
are likely to produce the greatest water savings) and assessing effectiveness of implemented
programs.
Landscape irrigation constitutes approximately 65% of urban water use in the U.S. West
and has been identified as the most significant source of potential municipal water savings (Utah
Division of Water Resources, 2003; Vickers, 2001). This is especially true in locations where
outdoor landscapes consist primarily of unshaded turfgrass (Grisham et al., 1989; DeOreo et al.,
1996; Kjelgren et al., 2000) and where irrigation is in excess of actual turfgrass water needs
based on local evapotranspiration (ET) rates (St. Hilaire et al., 2008; Kjelgren et al., 2000).
Many Americans use more water on their landscapes than is needed to meet plant requirements
(Kjelgren et al., 2002; Endter-Wada et al., 2008; Glenn, 2010). Vickers suggests that “the
biggest drinking problem in America is not alcohol but lawn watering” (Vickers, 2006:56). Even
where conservation initiatives are in place, a growing demand for amenity uses of water such as
“water features” (like ponds and fountains) can increase urban water demands. Vickers argues
that conservation initiatives have a hard time competing against the “water features” industry and
its huge advertising budgets, but encourages water managers and officials to make innovative
rules and create proactive water-saving strategies to end landscape irrigation excess (Vickers,
2006). Many cities are strengthening their landscape water conservation programs by
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encouraging people to irrigate more effectively and to establish low water use landscapes
(Western Resource Advocates, 2003; St. Hilaire et al., 2008).
According to Vickers, there are five general strategies that water managers typically use
to promote landscape water conservation: (1) limit the number of water days per week or month
that people can water; (2) reduce the area that requires irrigation; (3) promote Xeriscape
principles; (4) attempt to stop the escalating lawn chemical-watering cycle; (5) promote natural
lawns and landscapes that can be irrigated with rainwater only (Vickers, 2006). While these
approaches have produced landscape water savings in many communities, they do not work for
all locations or suit all customer preferences. More site-specific assessments and
recommendations are often needed (Glenn, 2010; Kilgren et al., 2010).
A variety of factors related to site characteristics, irrigation systems, plant material and
human behavior affect water use on urban landscapes (Endter-Wada et al., 2008; Glenn, 2010;
Kilgren et al., 2010; Klien, 2004; Pataki et al., 2011). One of the difficulties involved in
assessing the efficiency of landscape water use and promoting landscape water conservation is
the tremendous variability between landscapes in the urban environment. Urban lots vary greatly
in terms of geographic features such as size of landscaped area, shape of the landscape, soil
characteristics, slope of the terrain, access to various sources of water (groundwater, secondary
water), plant material present, and shading, as well as in terms of the irrigation systems and
human water use patterns (Glenn, 2010). Approaches that consider this variability and determine
the amount of water needed for landscape irrigation at each location can help municipal water
providers accurately assess landscape water use in relation to situational site characteristics and
plant water needs (Endter-Wada et al., 2008; Farag et al., in press; Glenn, 2010; Kilgren et al.,
2010).
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Project Objectives
This project builds upon research work conducted at Utah State University focused on
individualizing the assessment of landscape water use efficiency. The research has utilized
remote sensing, water billing data, and GIS technologies to: 1) determine landscape water use in
relation to plant need; 2) establish thresholds and indices for assessing the appropriateness of
landscape water use; 3) explain variations in water use patterns in relation to these independent
and objective measurements (Endter-Wada et al. 2008; Farag 2003; Farag et al. in press; Glenn,
2010; Kilgren et al., 2010; Kjelgren et al., 2002; Klien, 2004). Much of this research involved
intensive analysis of billing data and site characteristics on an individual parcel basis. Through
utilizing data that was obtained from surveys and interviews, the research suggested factors
contributing to landscape water use inefficiency that are worth exploring on a more systematic
basis with a larger sample size.
This project addressed the outstanding need to automate some of the analytic functions
pioneered in this USU research by developing computer software designed to help cities utilize
this approach prior to water conservation program delivery. Such a tool aids in the analyses
municipalities could undertake to utilize their own billing data in connection with other
databases to identify locations with the greatest capacity for landscape water conservation. The
conceptual approach embedded in the software is grounded in calculating a landscape water
budget, and responds to a recent recommendation that more advanced tools for water budget
calculation and implementation are needed (Mayer et al., 2008). This software tool utilizes
multispectral imaging to characterize different landscape water needs based upon plant type
(Farag, 2003) and then compares landscape water need to landscape water use (calculated using
water billing data) to produce a landscape water use ratio for each location that is then indexed
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by ranges of appropriateness of water use (Glenn, 2010). The software tool developed here
allows for the visual display and analysis of spatial patterns of these indices on a city-wide basis.
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CHAPTER 2
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
This research integrates data from GIS, remote sensors, weather, and municipal water
billing into a dynamic software application using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and VB.NET
programming language. Instead of using an existing software program to conduct the analysis,
the Landscape Water Use Software program is a stand-alone application that directly accesses
the programs needed to run this application (Microsoft Access; ESRI ArcGIS) without having to
open these other programs. This creates an easy-to-use interface that allows the software to run
faster and more efficiently than if it was embedded in another application (such as a form built
into an MS Access Database or a form built into an ESRI ArcMap Project).

Using Remote Sensing Data to Identify Urban Cover Types
Remotely sensed data was obtained by an over flight using the Utah State University
airborne digital system (modified from Neale and Crowther 1994) that acquired imagery
processed to produce a calibrated false color composite image (red, green, and near infrared
bands) of Logan City, Utah in 2004. The resulting spectral band images were registered into 3band images with a pixel resolution of 1m and rectified to an ortho-photo map base. The georectified image formed a large mosaic covering the city. The imagery was calibrated for
reflectance. The mosaic was classified using a supervised signature extraction and maximum
likelihood method. In order to capture variability, 140 surface cover classes were obtained and
then recoded into nine specific cover types relevant to the urban environment (Figure 1): grass,
sparse grass, stressed grass, trees and shrubs, bare soil, concrete and roofs, asphalt and roofs,
shadows, and water. The original image processing produced 140 classes that were then
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combined to yield 9 major classification cover types (Figure 2). The file was then prepared to be
used in a GIS application.

Figure 1. Portion of the 3-band multispectral image (right)

Figure 2. Legend showing

and corresponding classified and recoded image (left).

the 9 different urban cover
classifications.

Linking Landscape Cover Types to City Databases
Raw water billing data, as it is normally maintained in city databases, is not conducive to
being directly used with GIS data; it has to be rearranged so the two databases can be joined
together. The Landscape Water Use Software converts water billing data that is normally
maintained in a columnar format to a linear format (Figure 3) through a complex coding scheme
utilizing ADO.NET and the Microsoft Access software. This portion of the software package is
accessed behind the scenes without the need to be opened. Since billing data is primarily
organized to link meter readings to particular customers for billing purposes, the software
resolves issues that are problematic from a data analysis viewpoint and takes into account issues
such as meter changes, multiple meters, and residential mobility to produce complete and
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temporally continuous data representing metered water use for each location receiving municipal
water.
Figure 3. Linearized billing data.
The linearized water billing data is joined to the
appropriate GIS layers resulting in a master file. Because
of how the GIS files relate to one another (by finding
common attributes), this process is not as streamlined as
one would think. Water billing data has to have a
geographic component to be used in analyses of landscape
water need. This is accomplished by getting the lot size of each parcel (Figure 4, Panel 1.2).
However, in the case of Logan City database, the parcel data does not have a direct link to the
water billing data (Figure 4, Panel 1.1). An intermediate GIS file was used, which in this case
was the building footprints. The building footprints join with the parcels by tax ID number
(Figure 4, Panel 2.1) to create a ParcelBuildings (PB) file. The reclassified image is then
tabulated to determine how much of each of the nine land cover types are contained on each
parcel. This tabulated table is joined with the ParcelBuildings to create a ParcelBuildingsVeg
(PBV) file (Figure 4, Panel 2.2). Finally, the water billing data is separated out by each year and
is joined up with the ParcelBuildingsVeg (PBV) file (Figure 4, Panel 2.3).

Calculating Landscape Water Use Indices
Using the PBV file, an annual landscape water use ratio is obtained by running a series of
calculations on each record of data. This ratio is determined by dividing landscape water use by
landscape water need. Landscape water use is a calculation of how much the parcel uses on
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outdoor water during the irrigation season (assumed to be April 1 through October 31) and
landscape water need is determined by knowing the area’s reference ET rates, and how much of
the parcel area is comprised of differing vegetation types.
Because the GIS files are stored in an ESRI File Geodatabase, the shape area of each
parcel is automatically calculated. By knowing parcel area and knowing how much grass (a
combination of the three grass categories) and trees/shrubs are on the landscape, we can
calculates the percentage of landscape for each parcel, as well as percentage of grass and
trees/shrubs. Seasonal daily ET measurements were obtained from a local weather station, and
used in determining landscape water need. Using common ET “crop” coefficients for grass (0.8)
and trees/shrubs (0.5), we can calculate the adjustment on how much water is needed to satisfy
these plants for the duration of the irrigation season. Images used for this project included ones
taken with trees at full canopy in September, and similar images when trees had no leaves (taken
during spring). Previous research had calculated the average amount of turf under tree canopies
at 34% (Farag, 2003). This was accounted for in the irrigation equation.
Calculating outdoor landscape water use is a complicated task using multiple variables
and assumptions. The first difficulty is estimating the amounts of total water use that likely
comprises indoor and outdoor use. To incorporate this consideration into a large database (i.e.
Logan City) where individualized household occupancy data is unavailable, we assumed and
calculated indoor water use based upon the U.S. Census average household size for Logan City,
Utah of three people and the U.S. average indoor use of 70 gallons per person per day (Vickers,
2001). If water meters are read monthly, more site-specific indoor water use calculations can be
made by using billing data for winter months, enabling calculation of a more accurate depiction
of actual outdoor water use. If water meter readings are less than monthly and not of consistent
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intervals across locations (as was the case in Logan City until 2010), then extrapolations have to
be made. For Logan City, we assumed the irrigation season lasted from April 1st through
October 31st and that no landscape irrigation occurs outside of those dates. When assumed
indoor water use is subtracted from total water use between those dates, we get the total seasonal
water use for that particular parcel (Figure 4, Panel 3).
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CHAPTER 3
DISCUSSION
The Landscape Irrigation Ratio is calculated by dividing landscape water use by
landscape water need. The result is a number from 0 to roughly 100 (mathematically the high
end can be approaching infinity). The purpose of assigning a ratio in this manner is to create
easily interpretable data. For example, if the ratio is 1, then the parcel is using the correct
amount of water on their landscape to meet the plants’ needs. If the ratio is 2.5, then the parcel is
using 2.5 times as much water as is needed on their landscape. We have categorized residential
properties using several ratio ranges. A ratio of 0 to 1 is efficient; 1 to 2 is acceptable; 2 to 3 is
inefficient; and anything over 3 is wasteful. For good visual purposes of displaying the ratios on
a map, there were 5 categories to show the best variation: 0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8, and greater
than 8. The rationale for using a category of greater than 8, when clearly over 3 is wasteful, was
to potentially catch any database errors or water leaks that may have occurred.
Once databases have been constructed with landscape water use indices determined on a
city-wide, site-specific basis, it is possible for municipal water departments to investigate
patterns and trends in water use. By running the Landscape Water Use Software, a water
department could identify problematic areas for planning purposes, detect water leaks or other
anomalies, and locate high-end water users, which would enable targeting water conservation
programs to specific locations. By having an entire city dataset of indices, patterns can be
analyzed by looking at clusters, dispersions, and trends both spatially and temporally. Questions
related to what might be contributing to high water use, low water use, and high variations in
water use can then be investigated. Such analyses can help cities determine, for instance,
whether high water use is related to water infrastructure problems (e.g. leaks), neighborhood or
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site specific geographic conditions (e.g., poor soils, windy areas, high sun exposures, new
neighborhoods in the process of establishing landscapes), neighborhood demographics and
characteristics, or individual household-level human behaviors.
The factors that most often affect water use in residential areas are location, parcel size,
soil type, slope and aspect, type of landscape, residential mobility, and occupants’ behaviors.
The Landscape Water Use Software can help in determining which factor is causing the high,
low, or variable water usage for each parcel. Spatial patterns of similar water usage can be
related to the age of the homes, geographic locations, demographics, or whether or not the parcel
is owner or renter occupied (Figure 5.). Knowing the history of a particular household can help
in determining how the water use pattern has changed, possibly between one occupant and
another (Figure 6). Such information is valuable for helping cities decide not only where but
also when and how to take action to increase water use efficiency within their service areas.

Figure 5. Color coded neighborhood showing the landscape water use ratio in 5 different
categories (0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, >8). This particular neighborhood has a preponderance of lower
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landscape water users with the majority having indices less than 2, meaning they applied less
than twice as much water as plants were estimated to require.

Figure 6. A brief history of one parcel’s water usage, showing the ratio (index) for each year as
well as when final meter readings took place. A parcel that is not owner occupied will often
have multiple final meter readings as well as variable water usage related to its occupancy by
different renters.
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User’s Manual
Landscape Water Use Software
System and Software Requirements:
•
•
•
•

Microsoft® Windows® Vista or later
ArcGIS® 10 for Desktop Advanced (formerly known as ArcINFO® license) or later
o Spatial Analyst® extension
Microsoft® Access® 2003 or later
The system requirements stated for the above software will suffice for the Landscape
Water Use Software

Data Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Water Billing records in a CSV format
Parcels in GIS file
Building Footprints in GIS file
Aerial imagery that has been reclassified:
o From a raw false color composite image to a supervised classification image
 This reclassified image must have trees and grass classes
Weather information in database (dbf or Geodatabase) file

Customization:
This software is currently customized to work with Logan City, Utah. But any other
databases that match the style and format of Logan City data would work in this software as
well.
Logan City database format:
Any city will have to find a way to join together their water billing data with their GIS
data. For Logan City, there are two joining factors: Location ID (LocID) and Parcel Tax
ID (TaxID). Each water meter has a LocID and each parcel of land has a TaxID. The
factor in-between these two is the Building Footprints GIS file (which displays the LocID
AND the TaxID for each building).
In general, the GIS files needed are:
• Parcels
o With each having a TaxID and indication of single family residential
(zoning)
• Building Footprints
o With each having a TaxID and LocID
The CSV file containing the Water Billing Data must have these headers (in this order):
• Rate Class
• Meter Size
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meter Number
Total Consumption
Read Type
Month Read
Day Read
Year Read
Estimate Code
Century
Units
Location ID
Meter Service
Sequence Number

Weather database format:
The weather database can be stored in a dbf file or a Geodatabase file (either File
Geodatabase or Personal Geodatabase). The headers for this file need to be:
• Day (Date)
• DayJul (Integer)
• ETo + two digit year (Decimal)
• Rain + two digit year (Decimal)
o Continue with each subsequent year
o Example for ETo header is ETo02, ETo03, etc.
o Example for Rain header is Rain02, Rain03, etc
User Interface:
The user interface for the software is divided into 4 tabs:
(1) Parcels Buildings and Veg
(2) Calculate Ratio
(3) Analyze Patterns
(4) Accessing ArcMap
The following explains the functions contained under each tab and the steps a user would go
through in operating the software.
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FIRST TAB: Parcels Buildings and Veg

The creation and use of the ParcelBuildingVeg (hereafter referred to as PBV) file and
linearization of billing data.
In the first tab, the user indicates whether to create a new file or if a former file exists. There are
two ways in which the former file can exist: as the PBV file or as the PBV file with the Billing
data added.
Creation of new PBV file
Navigate (by clicking on the browse
button) to the Parcels GIS layer, the Building
Footprints GIS layer, and the Reclassified aerial flyover image. Once these are loaded, the “Join
All Layers Together” button becomes enabled; click on it.
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This will join the 3 layers together. Follow the steps (by reading the message boxes that appear)
on what to name the joining file and where to save it.
Note: If these layers do not have the appropriate joining attributes, then the join will not occur
and an error will happen. See above requirements for appropriate joining attributes.
Conduct the Linearization Process
The “Conduct the Linearization Process” group box becomes enabled when the PBV file is
created, or if the user chooses to load an existing PBV file. Navigate to the Access Database (by
clicking on the browse
button) that will store the water billing data (or that has existing
billing data). Click on the “Run Module” button. Depending on the size of the data, this
procedure may take some time. Once finished, the listbox on the left will be populated with the
years that were in the billing data. Select which years to join to the PBV file and click the “Join
Billing” button. Again, follow the steps on what to name it and where to save it. The second tab
is activated.
Load Existing PBV with Billing file
If the user has an existing file, navigate to it, and the software will make the second tab active.
SECOND TAB: Calculate Ratio
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Calculating the Landscape Irrigation Ratio
The user can choose to create a new file or load an existing file.
Create new PBV Ratio file
Navigate to the PBV with Billing file and navigate to the Evapotranspiration (weather) database
file. Chose the 2 necessary variables (people per household, typical value of 3 and indoor daily
water usage, typical value of 70). Click on the “Calculate Landscape Irrigation Ratio” button.
Once the process is finished, the third tab is activated.
Note: If the Evapotranspiration (weather) database file is not formatted properly, this Ratio
creation process will have errors. Please see the above requirements for a properly formatted
database file.
Load existing PBV Ratio file
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Navigate to the existing file. The third tab becomes active.
THIRD TAB: Analyze Patterns

Analyzing patterns with Spatial Analyst
This tab is strictly for creating files to potentially show patterns or trends.
Getting a point file
Either navigate to an existing one or create a new one from the PBV with Billing and Ratio layer.
Creating a new point will run the “Feature to Point” Geoprocessing command to create the point
file. The next two group boxes are activated once the point file has been loaded or created.
Interpolation
With a point file, the user can choose to make an interpolation to show values in between known
points. The different types of interpolation this software can perform are: IDW (Inverse
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Distance Weighted), Kriging, Natural Neighbor, and Spline. Once an interpolation method is
chosen, the user will be able to input variables with text boxes that will become active.
Spatial Statistics
Also using a point file, the user can perform two types of spatial statistics: Cluster/Outlier with
Rendering, and Hot Spot Analysis with Rendering.
FOURTH TAB: Accessing ArcMap

Accessing the ArcMap Application
Once all of the analyses have been completed, the user can input these layers into an existing
ArcMap project or create a new one.
Importing Layers
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Every GIS layer that is created with this software (on the current instance; meaning if the user
closes the software and opens it again, it will be a new instance) will show up in this listbox.
The user can select each layer and import it into the ArcMap application that has been
instantiated.
Launching ArcMap
Once the user has loaded all the chosen layers into ArcMap, click on the “Launch ArcMap”
button to get to the ArcMap application.

